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Additive-mediated size control of MOF nanoparticles†

Annekathrin Ranft,ab Sophia B. Betzler,b Frederik Haaseab and Bettina V. Lotsch*ab
A fast synthesis approach toward sub-60 nm sized MOF

nanoparticles was developed by employing auxiliary additives.

Control over the size of HKUST-1 and IRMOF-3 particles was

gained by adjusting the concentration and type of stabilizers.

Colloidal solutions of the MOFs were used for the formation of

optically homogeneous thin films by spin-coating.

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) represent a class of crys-
talline porous materials featuring intriguing properties such
as chemical functionality combined with high porosity,
which can be tailored for desired applications through
the choice of the constituting building blocks.1 Possible
fields of application range from gas adsorption and storage2

over catalysis3 and molecular sieving4 to the use of MOFs as
active components in chemical sensors.5 Especially in the
field of sensing, the possibility to cast the sensing material
into a suitable form, such as thin films, is a key prerequisite
to ensure diffusion throughout the entire active material and
to keep response times low.6 MOF nanoparticles (NPs) can
serve as versatile building blocks for thin films, which can
be obtained by straightforward, low temperature solution
processing protocols such as spin- and dip-coating.7 At the
same time, the use of nanoparticulate MOFs in principle
allows for the precise adjustment of the material's properties,
such as surface chemistry and shape, which in turn will
affect the microstructure and, hence, performance of the
resulting MOF film; besides, shape-specific synthesis strate-
gies could reveal a better insight into MOF crystal growth
mechanisms at the nanoscale.8
Among a range of well-studied MOF systems, HKUST-1
(Cu3(BTC)2, BTC = benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate) belongs to
the most prominent ones owing to its structural stability on
ad- and desorption of water molecules, which coordinate to
unsaturated Cu(II) sites of the framework.9 In addition, such
open metal sites are proposed to show increased affinity
towards H2 molecules resulting in improved hydrogen stor-
age capacity,10 which may be even enhanced by tailoring the
morphology and size of HKUST-1 crystals on the nanoscale.
Access to MOF NPs has been obtained by a number of
methods so far, upon which ultrasonic (US) or microwave
(MW) assisted heating have been found to significantly accel-
erate the crystallization of MOFs as compared to traditional
electric heating.11–13 However, these strategies have shown to
lack reproducibility owing to the use of different types of
synthesis set-ups which may affect the particle properties sig-
nificantly.14 The need for high temperatures for enhanced
crystallinity has been circumvented by the development of
direct mixing approaches,12,15–17 mechanochemical routes,18

freeze–drying approaches19 or continuous-flow methods
which allow for the high-throughput preparation of MOF crys-
tals by rapid mixing of pre-heated solvent streams.20 Such
routes suffer, however, in some cases from comparatively long
reaction times (20 min at least for the synthesis of HKUST-1
based on a mechanochemical route18) or a complex synthesis
set-up (synthesis in a continuous flow reactor20) which ham-
pers their generalization and implementation. Moreover, fine-
tuning of the crystal size below 100 nm remains a challenge
for the above mentioned synthesis strategies. Another attrac-
tive route to the size-controlled MOF synthesis is the use of
auxiliary additives which can act as competitors to the bridg-
ing ligand (“coordination modulation”),13,21,22 or the use of
surfactants to control the influx of monomers in order to sta-
bilize the growing particles and to control the particles' mor-
phology through weak interactions of the additive with the
particle surface (“surfactant-mediated synthesis”).23–26 These
synthesis schemes have been successfully utilized not only for
yal Society of Chemistry 2013



Fig. 2 SEM and AFM images of HKUST-1 and IRMOF-3 particles. (a) SEM image

of HKUST-1 synthesized at RT, (b) AFM image of HKUST-1 synthesized at 0 °C,
(c) SEM image and (d) AFM image of IRMOF-3 synthesized with a ratio of

CTAB/PVP = 0.027 mmol/0.00025 mmol.
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HKUST-1 with the help of PAA (poly(acrylic acid)) salts25 or
dodecanoic acid as size modulating agents,13 but also for
other well-studied MOFs such as isoreticular IRMOF-3
(Zn4O(BDC–NH2)3, BDC–NH2 = 2-aminoterephthalate). In the
case of IRMOF-3, superior control of the crystal size has been
achieved by the addition of CTAB (hexadecyltrimethylammonium
bromide) to slow down nucleation times, and by fine-tuning the
synthesis conditions through a four-step strategy.26 Based on
these studies realizing the size-controlled formation of MOFs
at ambient rather than high-temperature conditions,27–29 the
controlled synthesis of nanosized MOFs seems feasible.
Nevertheless, only a few generally applicable synthetic strate-
gies toward nanoMOFs with sizes less than 100 nm have been
developed as yet.

In this study, we report on the preparation of ultrasmall ver-
sions of HKUST-1 and IRMOF-3, using an additive-mediated
synthesis strategy. Our approach involves the use of chemical
additives (polymers or polymer–surfactant combinations),
which are mixed with the ligand before being reacted with the
respective metal source, upon which MOF NPs form within
5 minutes under mild conditions. By altering the synthetic con-
ditions such as reaction temperature, concentration, ratio and
type of additive, we gain control over the particle size of the
respective MOF.

HKUST-1 NPs were successfully prepared by mixing precur-
sor solutions (Cu(OAc)2·H2O and trimesic acid (H3BTC) in a
water–ethanol–DMF mixture) with PAA at different tempera-
tures (0 °C, room temperature (RT), 55 °C). Powder X-ray dif-
fraction (PXRD) patterns of the products obtained at 0 °C and
at RT, respectively, confirm the structure of the as-synthesized
materials (Fig. 1a), apart from peak broadening, which is
attributed to the small grain size of the products (29 nm
deduced through the Scherrer formula).

The morphology of the MOF NPs was examined by scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS). SEM images of
HKUST-1 synthesized at RT and 0 °C, respectively, reveal
small particles with diameters between 30 nm and 50 nm
(Fig. 2a), which was confirmed additionally through AFM (see
Fig. 2b and S1, ESI†). DLS measurements (Fig. S2, ESI†) sug-
gest that an increase of the reaction temperature from 0 °C
to RT leads to a small shift of the mean particle radius from
50 nm to 60 nm (note that DLS measures the hydrodynamic
Fig. 1 PXRD patterns of HKUST-1 and IRMOF-3 nanoparticles. (a) Simulated XRD

pattern for HKUST-1 (black) and PXRD patterns of HKUST-1 synthesized at 0 °C (red)

and at RT (blue), (b) simulated XRD pattern for IRMOF-3 (black) and PXRD patterns

of as-synthesized IRMOF-3 (red) and after drying (blue).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
radius including a solvating shell, leading to larger particle
sizes than obtained by direct imaging techniques). This
observation is supported by SEM images showing a compara-
tively larger amount of particles with diameters >40 nm for
the synthesis at RT (see Fig. S3, ESI†). Heating the reaction
mixture to 55 °C, however, leads to a more significant
increase of the particle radius from 60 nm to 80 nm, as con-
firmed by DLS measurements (Fig. S2, ESI†). Low tempera-
tures, therefore, seem to be beneficial to slow down crystal
growth and reduce the particle size of HKUST-1; this ten-
dency is in agreement with other reports where size-control
was gained by using rather mild synthesis conditions.16 We
observed a similar size-controlling effect by varying the poly-
mer concentration, i.e. the ratio of H3BTC to PAA, from 1 : 2
up to 1 : 15 (corresponding to 0.082 mmol up to 0.615 mmol
of PAA), while keeping the temperature at 0 °C and monitor-
ing the change of the particle size with DLS (Fig. S4, ESI†).
We observe that on decreasing the amount of PAA, the
particle radius decreases from 57 nm (for a ratio of 1 : 6,
0.246 mmol PAA) to 48 nm (for a ratio of 1 : 3, 0.123 mmol
PAA) while the size distribution is significantly narrowed as
indicated by a change of the polydispersity index (PdI) from
0.184 (1 : 6, 0.246 mmol PAA) to 0.091 (1 : 3, 0.123 mmol PAA).
However, for an even lower ratio of 1 : 2 (0.082 mmol PAA),
the PdI was found to rise again (0.176). While the size distri-
bution is broadened – in general – with increasing amounts
of PAA, the product yield is decreased, and at the highest
PAA concentration (1 : 15, 0.615 mmol PAA) no precipitation
was observed at all. We rationalize these findings by invoking
the observation that HKUST-1 is formed within seconds upon
the reaction of the starting materials and further growth
of the particles seems to be inhibited by the formation of
a protective PAA shell coordinating to the Cu(II) ions.30

At increasing amounts of PAA (and, hence, increasing acidity
CrystEngComm, 2013, 15, 9296–9300 | 9297
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of the reaction mixture) the network formation (i.e. nucle-
ation) is slowed down owing to a comparatively low supply of
the network constituting deprotonated linker BTC3−, along
with a low availability of free copper ions not coordinated to
PAA.31 On the contrary, at very low PAA concentrations, the
amount of stabilizing agent is insufficient to slow down
monomer addition; thus, size defocusing is observed for both
particularly low and high amounts of PAA (for a given con-
centration of H3BTC and copper acetate). A ratio of 1 : 3
(0.123 mmol PAA) turned out to be most suitable to obtain a
narrow size distribution (PdI = 0.091) and a reasonably high
product yield (65–70%). Using these synthesis conditions, we
observed no significant change of the size of the particles by
increasing the reaction time from 5 min to 30 min (see Fig.
S5 and S6, ESI†), which we attribute to the rapid formation
and protection of the particles upon mixing of the starting
materials with PAA.32

Nanosized IRMOF-3 was obtained by mixing Zn(OAc)2·2H2O,
2-aminoterephthalic acid, CTAB and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)
in DMF at RT, and the formation of IRMOF-3 NPs was con-
firmed by PXRD (a mean diameter of 27 nm was deduced
through the Scherrer formula). The diffraction pattern of the
as-synthesized material matches with the simulated pattern,
whereas the completely dry product shows an intensity rever-
sion of the peaks at 6.7° and 9.6° (Fig. 1b). Similar findings
for such an intensity change have been rationalized by pore-
filling effects caused by residual guest species from the syn-
thesis solution.33

The nanoparticulate morphology of IRMOF-3 was con-
firmed by SEM (Fig. 2c); we deduce a mean diameter of 36 nm
from the SEM images, whereas AFM measurements suggest
particle sizes between 12 nm and 45 nm (see Fig. 2d and S7,
ESI†). We successfully achieved size control of the particles by
varying the concentration of the CTAB–PVP mixture at a con-
stant weight ratio of 1 : 1 between 0.0135 mmol/0.00013 mmol
and 0.054 mmol/0.0005 mmol. DLS measurements suggest
that higher amounts of the additives reduce the mean particle
radius from 80 nm to <30 nm (see Fig. S8, ESI†). The combi-
nation of two differently acting stabilizers shows a synergetic
effect on the size distribution of IRMOF-3 particles: while the
use of either CTAB or PVP as size-controlling agent has shown
to reduce the hydrodynamic radius of IRMOF-3 to around
40 nm with a broad size distribution in particular for PVP
(nCTAB = 0.027 mmol, and nPVP = 0.00025 mmol, respectively;
see Fig. S9, ESI†), the combination of both materials allows
for the synthesis of even smaller particles (≈30 nm in radius
for 0.027 mmol/0.00025 mmol of CTAB–PVP). To our knowl-
edge, these sizes are among the smallest which have been
reported so far for IRMOF-3 NPs and most other MOFs.26–28

In order to investigate the effect of the additive combination
on the particle size of IRMOF-3 in more detail, we conducted
purely PVP-mediated syntheses as well as a direct mixing
approach without the addition of any auxiliary material. DLS
measurements suggest that increasing concentrations of PVP
lead to a decrease of the particle radius from 280 nm down to
40 nm for the highest PVP concentration (0.00125 mmol)
9298 | CrystEngComm, 2013, 15, 9296–9300
(Fig. S10, ESI†). This observation is in agreement with a report
about PVP protected Prussian Blue particles where an
increased content of stabilizing PVP at given concentrations
of the starting materials led to smaller diameters.34 Besides
size-modulating effects, PVP may prevent the particles from
aggregating in solution.35 The role of CTAB in the additive-
mediated synthesis of IRMOF-3 may become clear by looking
at the synthesis without mediators: in addition to small parti-
cles in the size range below 50 nm, SEM images reveal the
presence of larger particles (80–180 nm) exhibiting a cubic
morphology, which we did not observe in the presence of
additives (Fig. S11, ESI†). According to previously described
synthetic routes developed for the size- and shape-control of
MOF NPs, CTAB has been shown to slow down the nucleation
and growth of MOFs and, hence, to affect the resulting size
distribution.24,36,37 Here, it seems likely that the addition of
CTAB in combination with PVP does not only restrict particle
growth (for a given concentration of the additives), but also
contributes to an increased uniformity in size. Interestingly,
additional time-dependent experiments suggest that further
increase of the reaction time from 5 min to 60 min in the
presence of the additive mixture has little impact on the parti-
cle size and crystallinity of the final product (Fig. S12 and S13,
ESI†). In contrast to the reaction of the pure starting materials
(Zn source and H2BDC–NH2), which instantaneously causes
turbidity of the reaction solution due to particle formation,
the reaction speed for the additive-controlled synthesis of
IRMOF-3 is slowed down dramatically such that (visible) crys-
tal formation is delayed for a few minutes after combining
the starting materials, which emphasizes the importance of
CTAB and PVP as stabilizers (see Fig. S14, ESI†). Even after
11 days, the size distribution within the reaction mixture has
changed only marginally from 30 nm (mean radius) to 48 nm
(see Fig. S12, ESI†), suggesting a facile handling of the prod-
uct and, moreover, the possibility to isolate a particular parti-
cle size within a narrow size range as a function of time.

MOF NPs with a uniform size of smaller than ≈100 nm
can be used to build up optically homogeneous thin films
exhibiting minimum scattering of visible light, which can
serve as building blocks in MOF-based optical sensors.38 MOF
NP-based thin films may be deposited on a suitable substrate
by solution processing, for example by spin- or dip-coating. As
the layer thickness is affected by the concentration of parti-
cles in solution as well as by the volatility and wetting proper-
ties of the solvent, the use of well-dispersed MOF particles in
an appropriate solvent is mandatory. Stable colloidal suspen-
sions of HKUST-1 and IRMOF-3 were obtained by redispersing
the particles in DMF, whereas their dispersion in other more
volatile solvents such as ethanol or methanol was found to
be impeded by the sedimentation of the particles within
minutes. Thin films composed of HKUST-1 or IRMOF-3 parti-
cles were obtained by spin-coating DMF-based suspensions
(conditions see ESI†) and characterized by cross-sectional
SEM and ellipsometry. Fig. 3 shows a representative section of
the MOF layers which exhibit uniform thicknesses (173 nm ±
15 nm for HKUST-1, 147 nm ± 5 nm for IRMOF-3) over a large
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 3 Cross-sectional SEM images of MOF thin films assembled from colloidal

solutions of the respective MOFs by spin-coating. (a) HKUST-1 film, (b) magnified

detail, (c) IRMOF-3 film, (d) magnified detail.
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lateral range; this thickness range is supported by ellipso-
metry (176.2 nm ± 0.6 nm for HKUST-1, 143.1 nm ± 0.2 nm
for IRMOF-3). Besides layer thicknesses, ellipsometry allows
us to determine the effective refractive index (RI) of a dielec-
tric material (or composite) fashioned into a reflective thin
film. We obtained effective RIs of 1.21 and 1.27 for HKUST-1
and IRMOF-3, respectively (note that textural porosity as well
as possible residues of the respective additives contribute to
the experimental value), which is slightly smaller than the RI
of other MOF films (e.g. ZIF-8: 1.34–1.39).38,39 The film assem-
bly based on NPs imparts the MOF layer with textural poros-
ity, which may be beneficial for MOF-based sensing devices:
interstitial voids guarantee free diffusion throughout the entire
film, thereby enhancing the sensitivity, whereas the MOF adds
chemical selectivity to the system.32,38

Conclusions

In summary, we have developed a fast solvothermal synthesis
approach toward sub-60 nm sized MOF NPs (HKUST-1 and
IRMOF-3) under mild conditions. Our method allows fine-
tuning of the particle size within a large range (30–300 nm)
by adjusting the type and amount of polymer (PAA for
HKUST-1) or polymer–surfactant combination (PVP–CTAB for
IRMOF-3), along with the temperature and reaction time. The
synergistic action of two different additives having character-
istic stabilizing properties results in superior control of the
IRMOF-3 particle size and monodispersity. Opening generally
applicable synthetic avenues to MOF NPs with diameters
smaller than commonly achieved size ranges (≈30 nm) is of
importance for several fields of applications relying on
ultrasmall MOF particles or thin films, such as in drug deliv-
ery or sensing. Along these lines, we have demonstrated the
fabrication of optically homogenous HKUST-1 and IRMOF-3
thin films derived from stable colloidal MOF suspensions
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
by spin-coating. Such hierarchically porous structures bode
well for the development of highly accessible and sensitive
MOF-based sensing devices.
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